Canadian Uranium Mining Industry

Description: The “Canadian Uranium Mining Industry” profile documents the historical performance of the Canadian industry, key recent events and potential future developments. The information has been consolidated from a range of sources to provide a concise analysis of the industry. Total Canada as well as provincial/territorial/facility production levels are provided in tonnes, as available from confirmed sources. The various uranium mining facilities in Canada are profiled, detailing ownership, location as well as annual capacity and/or production levels.

Canada's position relative to global competitors is outlined. Uranium reserves and production levels in Canada are documented and compared to other leading uranium-producing nations. Available statistics and analysis of Canada's international trade in uranium, employment in the uranium mining industry (total national as well as per mine), relevant industry associations, and major end-use applications for uranium are provided.

Potential future uranium mining developments across Canada are summarized. Companies proposing the new mining activity, locations for proposed mines, stage of development, estimated reserves (where available), and various other topics related to potential future expansion of the industry in Canada are examined.
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